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- "I can't convert SWF to WMV on my Mac, as it is not a container file. What's this and how?"

- "What's the best software to convert SWF to WMV on Mac? I've got some SWF movies, but I want
them in WMV format. I tried some online SWF to WMV converters, but the conversion always been
interrupted by unknown error."

- "How can I convert my flash SWF file to WMV on Mac for my Zune? Which tool can I use?"

These are all questions raised by some common users in the forum. Have you ever encountered the
same problem? Want to convert SWF to WMV on Mac, but haven't got a way or a right tool. After
searching on the Internet, you may find that there are so many Mac SWF to WMV converters
available, which one should you choose?

Here are some aspects we may consider when deciding which Mac SWF to WMV converter to take.
First, if the conversion quality is nice. Second, if it is easy-to-use. At last, if it features some other
functions when converting SWF to WMV.

To cover all the three points above, here we recommend you this Mac SWF to WMV converter â€“
Higosoft SWF Converter for Mac. It enables users to convert SWF to a wide range of video formats
on Mac OS with high quality, like SWF to WMV, SWF to FLV, SWF to AVI, SWF to MP4, etc.

Convert SWF to WMV on Mac with Higosoft SWF Converter for Mac

Note: The tutorial below is especially for Mac users. If you are a Windows user, you could refer to
How to convert SWF to WMV, which would meet your need better.

Besides converting SWF to WMV from your local computer, this Mac SWF to WMV converter also
supports converting SWF files from the Internet. You only need to input a URL, and it will detect the
SWF files on the URL automatically. You can then decide to download the SWF file or convert the
SWF file. Here is the main user interface of this Mac SWF to WMV converter.

After importing SWF files to this program, choose the output as WMV in the drop-down menu of
Profile, and then click Next to start the conversion process of SWF to WMV on Mac.

Advantages of Converting SWF to WMV on Mac with Mac SWF to WMV Converter

- Share SWF files on YouTube after being converted to WMV

- View SWF on devices like Pocket PC, Zune, etc

- Play SWF video on mobile phones, like Blackberry, Samsung Galaxy S, Samsung Galaxy S II, etc

It's just so easy. Free download this Mac SWF to WMV converter now to start the conversion
process of SWF to WMV on Mac.
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